FLYING'S MOST DELICIOUS THRILL was pictured as Manley J. Merrill hurled through the air from a platform 120 feet off the Mississippi. He has fallen some twenty feet through space and has just pulled the rip cord, but the parachute has hardly begun to open.

THE AGE OF THE RED MAN AND THE AGE OF THE IRON HORSE are brought into picturesque juxtaposition in a Chicago railway station. The original Americans, awaiting the arrival of reliefs, are Chief Silver Tongue and Miss Clear Skies.

THE BASE AND HIS MANAGER—The RuthStraight goes into a commercial barrel-turning home-run queue. (In right of baseball affection at Cottage Grove Park, who, indeed, should be more interested in the home run character than Mrs. Ruth?)

AMONG US MORTALS IN CHICAGO'S PARKS—Extracts are served at a public drinking fountain, demonstrating that there are other ways of getting a drink besides quaffing from the old water bucket.

LIVING MEMORIALS—The Chicago and Cook County Federation of Women's Organizations, in its fourth annual tree-planting, sets a notable tree in Bryant's woods, forest preserves, in tribute to notable Chicagoans of three and other days.

ONE OF THE NIGHTMARES OF MODERN WARFARE is simulating at Fort Sheridan as masked signal girls pump the smoke screen. They were in rehearsal for the military show which is to begin at Soldier's Field next Saturday, which, if forecast, will be one of the nation's most imposing military tournaments.